With over two decades of experience and an in-depth
knowledge of Warehousing System.
At Al Amal Trading L.L.C, we provide high quality, low cost storage solutions. We have pallet racking and
shelving available to suit all of your requirements. All products can be custom fitted to suit your warehouse
needs. We can design the layout of your warehouse to ensure you get the best storage capacity for the area
you have to work with.

About Us
We are the leading suppliers of storage solutions in UAE. We have the customers all over UAE, Middle
East and African countries. We offer our clients with a wide variety of display and storage racks ans shelves
for commercial as well as industrial purposes.
Our full range of products such as Light Duty Racking Systems, Medium Duty Racking Systems, Heavy
Duty Racking Systems, Steel Platform, Cantilever Racking System, Sotted Angle Shelving System, Drive
in rack System, Bolt Free Shelvings, File Racks, long span Shelving, Mezzanine Floor, Selective Pallet
Racking, Gondola Shelving and Office Systems cater to all market segments, such as industrial, warehouse,
office, retail, hypermarket and residential use.
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Heavy Duty Racking System
Heavy duty racking is used for high loads and bulk storage and is adjustable racking system and can
be decked with steel shelves or plywood or can be used open for pallet loads. In this shelving
system, using heavy duty beams and frames and steel support bars are fixing each level which
helps to increase loading capacity. This shelving system is accessible with an ample collection
of heights, depths and lengths. This shelving system offers an easy
to assemble shelving system at very competitive prices and choice
of high quality commercial plywood or steel decking panels.
Heavy duty shelving system is the easy storage solution
for stores, workshops, warehouses which provides one
of the most adaptable and levelheaded.

Rack Supported Platform System
Shelving supported mezzanines is the creative way to create an extra work area level using standard
boltless shelving components. Additional materials will
be needed for the decking, stairs, and fall protection.
Conveyor & Storage Solutions has experience in
designing,

engineering,

installing,

and

permitting industrial shelving supported
mezzanine to increase unused cubic
area

of

maximizes

warehouses
your

capacity.
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Bolt free Shelving System
Bolt free metal shelving is an excellent way to ensure that your storage
units are easy to assemble, sturdy and structurally sound, without the
hassles of using nuts and bolts. The advanced compression clip system
of Metalware Interlok Boltless Shelving is integral to its design. The
compression clips that are inserted into t-post slots of the no bolt
shelving unit create a load bearing surface which support each
shelf corner. With this innovative design, these boltless steel
shelving units have the strength of traditional shelving units
while being easier to install and move.
Bolt free Shelving is extremely durable, which makes it
the economic choice for all types of storage. It is strong
enough to handle a variety of weight loads, and
versatile enough to be used in a number of different
settings, be it a retail environment, showroom,
warehouse or industrial setting.

Features
* Strong enough to support multi-level pick towers
* Easy and quick installation
* Ability to add extra shelves to increase storage room
* Ability to add reinforcement bars to increase load capacity

Slotted-angle Shelving System
Our Shelving Solutions covers all your Store, Warehouse
and Office shelving needs, designed to fit your
requirements and maximize storage space.

Features
* A simple and economic system for a huge range
of applications.
* Adaptable to all storage needs.
* Easy to Assemble.
* Excellent versatility.
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Longspan/Medium Duty Shelving System

Long

span

racking

offers

you

virtually

unlimited

opportunities to expand your storage capacity, giving you
higher density storage and greater flexibility whether
you are storing boxes, cartons, tubes or wires. In
chinese market, long span racking is also widely
used by customers.
This product is versatile, given its adaptability
to any type of unit load; selective, as it allows
immediate access to all unit loads and/or
references stored; and dynamic, since it
is

easily

assembled

and/or

disassembled, and components are
also easily replaced and/or added.

Mobile Shelving System
At Al Amal Trading L.L.C, have the perfect combination of flexibility, convenience, capacity, and
safety and durability that far surpass rivaling standard, static, stationary shelving; so whatever you
are looking to put on your shelves, and however you want to arrange it, we’ve got you covered.
Our high-density movable shelving systems enable you to recover 50% of your floor space or
double your storage capacityic needs.
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Drive-In Racking System
Drive-In racking is used where high-density storage is
required. It is frequently used in facilities with a low
number of product lines. Pallets are stored in a block
system with a reduced number of aisles. Fork-lifts

“

drive into the racking between uprights to load
or retrieve pallets. Drive in pallet rack systems
can be designed to store anywhere from 2 to
10 pallets deep per pallet position. If you
are curious about how a Drive In Rack
system can help maximize your
warehouse or distribution center
space,

contact

one

of

our

Minnesota based pallet rack
design specialists.

Cantilever Racking System

Cantilever Rack system is designed to
manage loads of varying length and
proportion. Product can be completely
accessible from the front without any of the
horizontal restrictions of traditional pallet rack.
The entire length of the cantilever rack may be
used for storage. For added flexibility, loads of
differing lengths may be stored on the same
cantilever rack and even at the same level.
All cantilever can be used as single-sided or
double-sided designs and the rows of uprights
can be any length required. The cantilever arms
can be modified flexibly for stored goods with
different heights and loading requirements.
Subsequent adjustments and adaptations can be
made without tools.
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Metal Cupboards, Filing Cabinet & Lockers

We are leading supplier of metal cupboards in U.A.E. We have range of quality
Stainless steel storage cupboards for safe, clean and hygenic work
environments. Manufactured from 304 grade stainless steel. Supplied
complete with adjustable shelves, leverlock handle with 2 x rods locking
top and bottom and 2 x keys.

Features
* Adjustable Shelves
* Leverlock handle with 2 x keys

Wire Mesh Shelving System
We supply a full range of quality carts in both stainless steel and galvanised,
from wire to solid shelves, even two or three tier options. Our specialised carts
with wire sides cater for transporting of products that may slip off a shelf.

Features
* Open-wire design shelving minimises dust accumulation, allows a free
circulation of air, and great visibility of stores items

* Adjustable shelves can be repositioned at precise 25mm increments along the
length of the numbered posts.

Stainless Steel Shelving System
Al Amal Trading L.L.C is leading supplier of Shelving for Cold storage room in
UAE and other GCC Countries including Africa.
Stainless Steel shelving systems on offer ideal for medical and pharmaceutical
environments were hygiene, aesthetics and durability are essential. With our
bespoke service we can provide a solution to your exact requirements.
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Camp Furnichers

Ladders

Plastic Bins

Plastic Pallets

Trolley

Gondola & Wall Shelving
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Al AMAL TRADING L.L.C
P.O. BOX : 97539
SHARJAH, U.A.E.
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